Graphene, which is well known as a one-atom thick carbon allotrope, has drawn lots of attention since its first announcement due to remarkable performance in mechanical, electrical, magnetic, thermal, and optical areas. In particular, unique properties of graphene such as low net absorption in broadband optical band, notably high nonlinear optical effects, and gate-variable optical conductivity make it an excellent candidate for high speed, high performance, and broadband electronic and photonics devices. Embedding graphene into optical devices longitudinally would enhance the light-graphene interaction, which shows great potential in photonic components. Since the carrier density of graphene could be tuned by external gate voltage, chemical doping, light excitation, graphene-based waveguide modulator could be designed to have high flexibility in controlling the absorption and modulation depth. Furthermore, graphene-based waveguides could take advantages in detection, sensing, polarizer, and so on.
Introduction
With the increasing demand in data storage, high-performance computing, and broadband networks for communication, the requirement for high-performance optical devices with broadband working bandwidth could be imaged [1] [2] [3] . Among the whole process, integrating telecom network onto chips has irreplaceable importance [4] . Since waveguide is one of the most indispensable components in modern communication, its development surely means a lot, which would otherwise impede the whole progress of optical technology [5] . Silicon photonics could provide broad bandwidths, which have been applied to low-loss optical waveguides [6, 7] . Other photonic substrates such as germanium or compound semiconductors are required to achieve high performance at the same time [4, 8] . However, the common use of such materials is restricted due to limited bandwidth, inevitable cross-talk, high-energy consumption, expensive cost, and so on [9, 10] . Two-dimensional (2D) materials, such as graphene, black phosphorus (BP), hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), and transition metal dichalcogenides (MX 2 , such as ReS 2 , MoS 2 ,W S 2 , WSe 2 ), have been of tremendous interest for applications in electronics, optoelectronics, and integrated photonics due to their unique and distinctive properties from bulk ones [11, 12] . Among all these 2D materials, graphene plays a special role in leading the exploration of 2D materials, which was first isolated mechanically in 2004 [13, 14] . Graphene, which is well known for thinnest, strongest, and highest mobility, shows great potential in various applications. Besides, graphene absorbs only~2.3% in normally incident waves in and optical range, as shown in Figure 1 , and the interaction of graphene with electromagnetic wave covers a broadband from the visible to terahertz spectral range [16, 17] . Remarkably, the conduction and valence bands in a mono layer graphene meet at direct, leading to a gapless and semimetallic band structure, which could be adjusted by doping or some other external excitations [18] [19] [20] .
The unique and extraordinary properties of graphene make it possible to be an ideal alternative in high-performance optoelectronic devices [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Hence, graphene, the unique 2D carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice, has been widely reported as an excellent plasmonic material for light-matter interactions from terahertz to the infrared (IR) region [18] . The gapless linear dispersion of Dirac fermions makes it possible for graphene integrated with other substrates to formulate modulators, polarizers, broadband waveguides, photodetectors, bio-sensors and so on [25] [26] [27] . Especially in the optical range, graphene-based waveguides play a critical role in photonic integrated circuits, optical fiber communication and sensing, as shown in Figure 1 . It has been reported that coplanar integration which are planarized with Figure 1 . Different configurations for light-matter interaction in graphene. (A) For normal incident wave in optical range, graphene has the advantage of broadband absorption, the total absorption is quite small though. (B) When graphene is placed into an oical resonator, the absorption could be enhanced since the interaction between light and mater is enhanced. (C) When integrating graphene at the surface of photonics substrates, the interaction length would increase while the broadband optical bandwidth remains unchanged [15] .
cladding materials could be achieved by transferring and the lamination of graphene to the surface of silicon photonic substrates. Integrating graphene with photonic devices not only promotes the emergence of novel optoelectronic properties but also opens a new versatile platform to investigate more fundamental application of graphene.
Three independent research groups, Mueller's group [28] at Vienna University of Technology and Johannes Kepler University (Australia), Englund's group [29] at Columbia University, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and the IBM T.J. Watson Research Center (the USA), and Xu's group [30] at Chinese University of Hong Kong (China), reported almost at the same time, chip-integrated graphene photodetectors with high responsivities and speeds, for which the working wavelength is covered from 1.3 to 2.75 μm [31] . Graphene-based photodetectors have better performance than germanium-based devices, because germanium-based ones meet limitations to overcome the low efficiencies at wavelength above 1.5 μm. However, this problem does not exist in graphene due to the zero-bandgap intrinsic property. As a result, the optical absorption coefficient remains constant from visible to infrared range owing to the linear band structure. Thus, a nearly flat response covering almost the whole optical communication band would not be out of image.
Pospischil and Mueller et al. [24] achieved a new kind of graphene-band optical interconnect, which owned an ultra-wideband operation from the O to the U band, as shown in Figure 2 . Besides, the operation speed of graphene-based transition has been proved to be really high, which could be a perfect candidate for high-speed data transmission. Moreover, this device could overcome the biggest obstacles in conventional ones; the energy consumption in a graphene-based modulator is quite low. Due to the strong optical interaction in graphene, small devices in single chips were possible. The mechanical flexibility of graphene plays a role in formulating active components in polymer-based optical circuits. [24] .
Graphene Based Waveguides http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/intechopen. 76796 Gan et al. [29] achieved a photodetector which simultaneously exhibited high responsibility, high speed, and broadband spectral bandwidth by using a metal-doped graphene junction coupled evanescently with the waveguide, as shown in Figure 3 . The absorption performance of graphene is improved by extending the length of graphene or by coupling graphene with a transverse-magnetic (TM) mode with a stronger evanescent field. Besides, the internal quantum efficiency of the photodetector can be improved by electrically grating the graphene layer to reshape the depth and location of the potential difference. In their research, they proved that graphene could be integrated with complementary-metal-oxide-silicon (CMOS), which made possible the realization of scalable ultra-high bandwidth graphene-based optical interconnectors.
The propagation of the electromagnetic field along the waveguide is summarized in two ways, which are known as transverse-electric (TE) and transverse-magnetic (TM) modes. Generally, Figure 5 . Schematic fabrication process flow to integrate chalcogenide glass photonic devices with graphene. Monolayer graphene had been grown on Cu foil by CVD method, which was then transferred onto the surface of target substrate by standard PMMA transformation process. Contract metals were then deposited and pattered on the surface of graphene. Subsequently, a standard electron-beam lithography process was adopted to patter graphene on the substrate. Then a glass film was deposited onto graphene surface by thermal evaporation, and the pattern of glass was defined by fluorinebased plasma etching [33] .
in the TE mode, the electric lines of flux are perpendicular to the axis of the waveguides. While in TM mode, the magnetic lines of flux are perpendicular to the axis of the waveguides. Normally, for waveguides using a single conductor, no transverse-electromagnetic (TEM) mode could be transmitted. Most research focus on the transmission of the TE mode, while Cohnitz et al. [32] investigated a magnetic graphene waveguide, in which a clean graphene is exposed to a static inhomogeneous magnetic field along one of the planar directions. As shown in Figure 4 , when applying magnetic fields to a monolayer graphene, quantum modes exhibited like classical snake orbits near the field switch lines. While in the other regions far from these region, only Landau-quantized cyclotron orbits could be detected.
Usually, the integration of graphene with photonic devices relies on the transformation of exfoliated or delaminated or chemical vapor deposition (CVD)-fabricated 2D material onto pretreated devices, as shown in Figure 5 [34] . However, the application of the transformation process is limited due to the shortcomings in uniformity and efficiency [35] [36] [37] . Most importantly, transferred 2D materials suffer from weak interaction with optical modes in pre-treated devices [37] . An atomic layer deposition (ALD) method has been adopted widely to obtain gate dielectric on graphene. Also, plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) could be another option for fabrication of silicon nitride on graphene. Last year, it was reported that the spin-coating process could be applied to directly fabricate the polymer waveguide modulator on graphene [38] . However, the fabrication technique of photonics devices integrating the graphene thin film needs to be improved for the difficulty of keeping the original properties of graphene after the following integrated progresses. Even though it's still a challenge to ensure the quality of integrated graphene up to date, the importance of optimized and the continuous study of graphene-based photonics devices, especially waveguides, are foreseen.
Electromagnetic properties of graphene-based waveguides
Most electromagnetic phenomena are governed by Maxwell equations, while the electromagnetic properties of materials are determined by two parameters, relative complex permittivity (ε) and relative complex magnetic permeability (μ), which describe the coupling of a material with incident electromagnetic energy. Normally, in the optical range, refraction index (n)i s used as well to describe the macroscopic effective parameters of the material, and the refraction has as a relationship with relative complex permittivity (ε) and relative complex permeability (μ) the following:
For most materials without magnetic properties, we treat μ = 1 here. A conventional waveguide consists of a high-index core surrounded by a lower-index cladding.
Graphene's relative complex permittivity in vacuum
Graphene's optical properties can be determined by its relative complex permittivity. The equivalent in-plane component of graphene's relative permittivity is given by:
where d is the thickness of the graphene layer, ε 0 is relative complex permittivity in vacuum (ε 0 ¼ 8:854 F=m), ω is the optical frequency, and σ is graphene's optical conductivity. By using the Kubo method, we can calculate the optical conductivity (σ) which consists of intraband (σ intra ) and interband (σ 0 inter +iσ 00 inter ) [39] , as shown in Figure 6 , thus:
where Obviously, relative permittivity of this kind of waveguide is related to the conductivity of graphene, which would further influence the dispersion properties of the whole structure. When integrating graphene into the waveguide, the surface plasmon dispersion of graphene is strongly modified by the metal and other dielectric substrates; thus, the transmission of the incident electromagnetic wave in the waveguide is affected as well [40] . The characteristic plasmon dispersion relationship could be obtained by the following equation for the structure as described in Figure 7 (a): Graphene Based Waveguides http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/intechopen.76796for which the explanation of permittivity could be found in the Figure 7 (a). It should be noted here that the equation shows a good approximation when the thickness is much thicker than the skin depth [41] . As shown in Figure 7 (b), an enhanced confinement and an increased propagation distance can be obtained by adopting a metal slab within a certain spectral region. However, only the plasmonic field in the direction perpendicular to the surface could be confined to the model of Figure 7 (a). By adopting a non-planar structure as shown in Figure 7 (c), 2D confinement could be obtained due to the dielectric boundaries in the other direction, of which the dispersion relationship could be obtained by an effective index method.
Graphene's relative permittivity can be easily tuned by electrostatic gating or chemical doping, which makes it easier to be applied for Talbot effect than metal-based devices [42] . Plasmonic Talbot carpets were experimentally obtained by using surface plasmon polariton (SPP) launching gratings, and a sub-wavelength focal spot can obtained.
The complex refraction index of graphene based waveguides
Borini's group estimated the optical index of graphene in visible range by dealing with universal optical conductivity and measured the optical spectrum within the framework of Fresnel's coefficient calculation [43] . Reflectometry is another method to acquire the reflection properties so as to obtain an average index over a broadband range by fitting the spectrum. Xu's group [44] calculated the complex refraction index of graphene at 1550 nm through reflectivity measurement on a SiO 2 /Si substrate. And as reported by Wang [45] , Notle's group applied picometrology to measure the refraction of graphene on thermal oxide on silicon at 488, 532, and 633 nm, respectively, in which the strong dispersion of the graphene index was observed in an optical range. 
Emerging Waveguide Technology
However, in most conditions, graphene is regarded as a boundary condition when integrated into a waveguide due to the difficulty in a complex refraction index, while permittivity is regarded as a fundamental issue in graphene-based modern integrated photonics and devices. Yao's group [46] used a microfiber-based Mach-Zehnder interferometer to obtain the complex refraction index of the graphene waveguide from 1510 to 1590 nm, as shown in Figure 8 .I n this method, the microfiber acts as an effective mean to launch and collect the evanescent signal for the waveguide, for which, on the other hand, the contact length can adjusted if needed. As the results shown in Figure 8(b) , the complex refraction index of graphene-based waveguide varies from 2:91 À i3:92 to 3:81 À i14:64 in the experimental-range wavelength from 1510 to 1590 nm.
The tunability of graphene permittivity
When model graphene is infinitely thin, local two-sided surfaces with conductivity σ could be obtained based on Kubo function as the following: where ω is radiated frequency, μ c is chemical potential, Γ refers to the phenomenological scattering rate that is assumed to be independent of energy, and T is temperature.
where V F stands for Fermi velocity, ε ox , d ox corresponds to the permittivity and thickness of the dielectric, respectively, V D is the Dirac voltage, and V is the externally applied voltage. Obviously, the chemical potential could be strongly tuned by the applied gate voltage, which, as a result, would impact the refraction index. Xu's group used the reflectivity measurement to obtain the complex refraction index of graphene on SiO 2 /Si, which could be tuned by gate electric voltage, which agreed well with the Kubo function [44] .
As shown in Figure 9 , the real and imaginary part of the conductivity of graphene display a relationship with wavelength in the mid-infrared range [47] . Besides, the chemical potential which attributes the carrier density in graphene plays a critical role in controlling the conductivity. When ℏω > 2 μ c , the optical absorption of graphene is related to the real part of conductivity, which comes from the interband transition. Obviously, photocarriers are generated during the transition process, which could be used in applications such as photo-detection or modulators. While for ℏω < 2 μ c , the conductivity of graphene could be explained by Pauli's blocking theory. Thus, an electrostatic grating is always applied to adjust the chemical potential, and thus to tune the absorption of graphene, which lies as the principle to design optical modulators. Moreover, it'sdisplayedinFigure 9 that the imaginary part of intraband and interband conductivity has the opposite sign, which plays a critical role in determining whether the TE or TM mode could be propagated in graphene, which is always used in a polarizer.
Graphene integrated with nonlinear substrates
When integrating graphene with a nonlinear substrate, the relative complex permittivity of the substrate (ε sub ) could be explained by the following equation named Kerr-type medium [48] : Figure 9 . Interband (solid lines) and intraband (dashed lines) contribution to the dynamic conductivity in graphene. The vertical black line marks the telecommunication wavelength of λ = 1.55 μm [47] .
where ε L corresponds to the relative complex permittivity of substrate under linear incidence and E corresponds to the external incident electric field. Besides, graphene with conductivity of σ g is treated as boundary here considering a one-atom scale thickness (Figure 10 ).
For TM polarization with propagation constant β, three field components, Ex, Ez, and Hy, magnetic field H and electrical field E satisfy the following equations:
where ε 0 and μ 0 correspond to electric permittivity and magnetic permeability in the vacuum, exactly as ε 0 ¼ 8:854 Â 10 À12 F=m, μ 0 ¼ 4π Â 10 À7 H=m. When integrating graphene at the top of the Kerr-type substrate, we get:
Thus, we further get: Figure 10 . Schematic of waveguide constituted by graphene and nonlinear substrate [48] .
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By a mathematical transformation, we can finally get the discriminant of permittivity ε: The equation is useful when we numerically calculate permittivity in the relaxation method. We can get permittivity through its real root. In particular, the nonlinear conductivity of graphene cannot be ignored any more under this condition, which can be expressed as:
where E τ is the tangential component of the electric field and σ NL contributes to nonlinear conductivity:
in which V F stands for Fermi velocity. It should be noted here that the conductivity of graphene is regarded as Drude type only in THz and far IR range.
Applications
Graphene could be an ideal option to meet the increasing demand of high-performance optoelectronics or some other communication components when the incident wave is confined along the thin film surface [49] . The 2D structure of graphene and the planar configuration of silicon photonics are inherently compatible with each other [47] . Normally, the maximum absorption in the monolayer graphene integrating at the dielectric surface is about 10~20%, which would not make a big difference even applying highest practically achievable carrier concentrations [8] . This character could be enhanced when incorporating graphene on the surface of a passive silicon dielectric waveguide, and the modulation depth could be as high as 50% when applying voltage to the graphene sheet.
The application of graphene-based waveguides can be summarized to be modulators, detectors, sensors, polarizers and some other applications, as discussed in detail through the following.
Graphene-based waveguide integrated modulators
Thanks to the outstanding properties of graphene in conductivity, current density, and charge mobility, graphene-based waveguides are supposed to have promising potentials in applications
Emerging Waveguide Technologysuch as unrivaled speed, low driving voltage, small physical footprints, and low power consumption [50] , which can further be utilized in telecommunications and optoelectronics. While several graphene-based waveguides have been investigated, it still remains a challenge to combine graphene with plasmonic waveguides. How to control the intensity, phase, and polarization of the electromagnetic wave in an optical range through the waveguide attracts a lot of interest. When integrating graphene into a waveguide, the waveguide mode propagates along and is confined near a graphene sheet, which is regarded as the most promising for on-chip information processing. However, we have to admit here that even though the atomic thickness of graphene gives rise to lots of advantages, there are several challenges to deal with in such a device, such as unavoidable power consumption, slowdown response, and lower modulation depth.
Due to the tunable bandgap of graphene, waveguide modulators could be formed with broad flexibility [8, 50] . Besides, the carried density of graphene could be tuned manually through external gate voltage [51, 52] , chemical doping [53, 54] , and optical (laser) excitation [55] . As a result, the refraction index and the permittivity could be adjusted. It is worth mentioning here that the response of graphene in an optical range could be tuned by subs t r a t e sa sw e l l [ 5 6 ] ,w h i c hm a yi n d u c eab a n d g ap opening in epitaxial graphene [57] . The transmission of 1.53 μm photons through the waveguide at a varied drive voltage is shown in Figure 11 , which has been divided into three different regions from À6 to 6 V and the corresponding band structures are shown as insets. In the left region with drive voltage bellow À1 V, the Fermi level (E F ) was lower than half photonic energy ( 1 2 ℏv), and no electrons were available for further interband transition. In the middle region for drive voltage ranging from À1 to 3.8 V, the Fermi level was close to Dirac point; thus, it is possible for electrons in occupied regions transiting to unoccupied regions. In other words, graphene sheets showed potential in phonon absorbing, indicating its modulation ability. In the third region from 3.8 to 6 V, the transition was blocked again since all the electron states which were in resonance while the incident phonons were occupied.
Grigorenko's group reported a hybrid graphene-plasmon waveguide modulator for promising applications in telecom as shown in Figure 12 , whose modulation depth was comparable with silicon-based waveguide modulators, showing a promising future for optical communication [50] . The conductivity of graphene related to Fermi energy depends on the applied voltage between graphene layers and the thickness and permittivity of the dielectric layer located between two graphene layers. Asgari's group [58] applied bias voltage V b between two graphene layers which leads to an equal increase in electron density in the top layer and hole density in the bottom layer, as shown in Figure 13 . Therefore, the absolute values of Fermi energies (E F )i n both graphene layers were identical but of opposite signs. Voltage application caused a potential difference between two graphene layers. Actually, when applying bias voltage between two graphene sheets, a capacitor effect could be observed. Besides, charge density in both sheets would increase with bias voltage, as well as Fermi energy. As a result, intraband conductivity would increase, while interband conductivity decreases. [58] .
Emerging Waveguide Technology
However, Murphy's group [8] designed a THz modulator formulated by setting large graphene sheets at the middle of two SiO 2 layers (300 nm) with Si wafers on both their sides based on ridge waveguides, as shown in the figure above. When applying voltage to graphene sheets, light-matter interaction could be modulated. As a result, the modulation depth could be achieved as high as 50%. Obviously, the carrier concentration in the graphene sheet would be modified by adjusting gate voltage. When voltage was guided through the graphene sheet in the waveguide, the electric field would penetrate into the graphene sheet and lead to absorption due to free carriers in the graphene sheet.
Graphene-based waveguide photodetectors
Conventionally, low band-gap semiconductors such as HgCdTe alloys or quantum-well and quantum-dot structures on III-V materials are adopted to formulate mid-infrared detectors [59] . With electrical tunability in light absorption and ultra-fast photo-response, graphene is regarded as a promising candidate for high-speed photo-detection applications [9] . It has been approved that graphene-based waveguide photodetectors could be applied from 300 nm to 6 μm or even longer [4] . It should be noted here that a dark current range may occur due to the gapless inherent properties of graphene, which should be avoided in practical application [60] . Thus, chemical potential must be tuned near the Dirac energy to ensure that incident field is illuminated to the graphene thin film.
Wang et al. [30] integrated monolayer graphene into a silicon optical waveguide on a silicon-oninsulator (SOI) from near-to-mid-infrared operational range, which indicated that the combination of the graphene silicon structure made it possible to overcome the shortcomings of the traditional junction-less photodetectors. As a result, a much higher sensitivity could be expected in graphene-based waveguides. The transverse electric mode light (~10 μms p o ts i z e )w a s coupled into the waveguide via a focusing sub-wavelength grating. Avouris' group [60] reported an efficient photodetection of the waveguide based on graphene, as shown in Figure 14 ,wh ic h shows gate-dependent response, and the response is nearly linear on the entire device of 10 mV. And the measurement from network analyzer showed the relative A.C photo-response, which could be further improved by applying a bias within the photocurrent generation path. However, it's difficult to fabricate these materials which are challenging to operate at room temperature till now. Choi's group [61] integrated graphene with a Bi 2 Se 3 heterostructure, in which graphene functioned as high mobility charge transport layers and Bi 2 Se 3 functioned as a broadband IR absorber supplying holes in graphene. The graphene-Bi 2 Se 3 structure showed broadband absorption and high-intensity response at room temperature.
Graphene-based waveguide sensors
Graphene is used in sensors, thanks to its unique electric properties, which show great potential in chemical or biology sensors. Among all varieties of chemical gas sensors, photonics gas sensors have advantages because of their high sensitivity and stability. Graphene plays a critical role in gas sensing due to the sensitivity of carried density to environment [62] . Graphene's conductivity can be changed drastically by adsorbed gas molecules which serve as charge carrier donors or acceptors to modulate the local carrier concentration of graphene. Cheng and Goda [63] conducted a graphene-based waveguide to measure NO 2 gas concentration based on germanium and silicon substrates, respectively, as shown in Figure 15 , where sensitivity was about 20 times higher than that of the graphene-covered microfiber sensor. Li et al. [64] demonstrated a single graphene-based waveguide which simultaneously provides optical modulation and photodetection. For developing sensitive photonic gas sensors, it is important to consider the interaction of propagating light in the waveguide to the top graphene layer. Xiang'sgr ou p [6 5 , 66] conducted a series work on graphene waveguide bio-sensors, by coupling graphene surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) and planar waveguides to realize the ultrasensitive response. The SPPs produced by graphene could be used for bio-sensors since the SPPs are extremely sensitive to changes in the dielectric constant; even small changes in molecular density could be detected [67] . Graphene-based waveguides could overcome the shortcomings in traditional bio-sensors such as low speed, more time, and insufficient sensitivity. Figure 15 . Design of graphene on silicon (GoG) and suspended membrane slot waveguide (SMSW) Bragg grating gas sensor in comparison with the graphene-covered microfiber Bragg grating gas sensor. The calculated 3 dB bandwidth of the proposed GoS-SMSW Bragg gratings as a function of the NO 2 gas concentration was shown [63] .
Other waveguides
Usually, a fixed optical device works only on one particular polarization state, either the TE or the TM polarization state [68] . By coating silicon waveguides with graphene, a versatile polarizer works in two operation modes, which were based on the different effective mode index variations [69] .
Waveguide integrated with graphene has nonlinear parameters which depend strongly on the Fermi level of graphene. It has been demonstrated that Integrating graphene with slot waveguide would benefit non-linear properties, owing to the interaction enhancement between graphene and incident electromagnetics [70] .
When integrating graphene with nonlinear substrates on one or both sides, the surface plasmons' (SPs) localization length increased while their propagation length (PL) remained unchanged compared with the typical graphene waveguide [71, 72] .
Conclusion
In conclusion, due to its unique electric and electromagnetic properties, graphene acts as a promising candidate for photonics and communication component of high performance. Especially, integrating graphene with waveguides makes it possible to overcome shortcomings such as limited bandwidth, inevitable cross-talk, high energy consumption, and expensive cost in conventional devices. Furthermore, the gapless linear dispersion of Dirac fermions makes it possible for graphene integrated with other substrates to formulate modulators, polarizers, broadband waveguides, photodetectors, bio-sensors, and so on. And the permittivity of graphene-based waveguides could be calculated based on Maxwell's function, even integrating with nonlinear substrates. The application of graphene waveguides expands the broadband range, from 300 nm to 6 μmorev enlo ng er .Byt un in gt heca rr ie rd en si t yofg ra ph e neth ro ug h external gate voltage, chemical doping, or optical excitation, the relative complex permittivity of graphene is tuned. Thus, graphene waveguide modulators could be formed which adjusts absorption and modulation depth and so on. Besides, graphene waveguides show potential in fast and high-response detection and chemical sensing. The recent development in graphene synthesis and photonics components' fabrication technique ensures the compatibility in the integrated electronics platform, which shows a bright prospect in the near future. 
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